Abstract: Wave particle interactions, an essential aspect of laboratory, terrestrial , and astrophysical plasmas, have been studied for decades by transmitting high power HF radio waves into Earth's weakly ionized space plasma, to use it as a laboratory without walls. Application to HF electron acceleration remains an active area of research (Gurevich, 2007) today. HF electron acceleration studies began when plasma line observations proved (Carlson et al, 1982 ) that high power HF radio wave-excited processes accelerated electrons not to ~ eV, but instead to -100 times thermal energy (10s of eV), as a consequence of inelastic collision effects on electron transport. 
electrons, and each other half cycle the electrons would return the rf energy absent collisions. An electron suffering a collision deviating its cyclical motion, cannot return all the energy it received, so that energy is lost to random motion, i.e. heat into the electron gas. Near the height of reflection of the HF radio wave (transmitted at a frequency below the maximum ionospheric plasma frequency), as the wave slows down, many collisions occur, and electron gas heating results-hence the terminology "heating experiments".
When the electron gas is heated, the altitude profile of the plasma expands away from the peak, mostly upwards expansion, reducing the peak density and in effect forming an HF radio wave refracting lens. When heating experiments began (Utlaut and Cohen 1971; Gordon et al. 1971 ) electron gas temperature (T e ) enhancements were sensed by optical techniques (Sipler and Biondi 1972) before incoherent scatter radars were used (Gordon et al. 1971 ). Unexpected by most, it was soon proven experimentally (Carlson et al. 1972 ) with theory updated to follow (Perkins et al. 1974) to show that if the HF radio wave power density delivered to the plasma is sufficiently great to alter the internal energy of the electron gas (raise T e ), the associated electric field is sufficiently great to excite plasma instabilities. These high power HF radio waves led not only to a host of plasma wave instabilities, but also to considerable structuring of the plasma over a very broad range of scale sizes (Fialer 1974) , as well as wave particle interactions leading to electron acceleration.
Early theory concluded that electron acceleration could raise electron energies from thermal levels (~0.1 eV background) to order one to a few eV (Fejer, 1977 (Fejer, , 1979 Weinstock 1974) but not higher. Photometers fielded to sense optical emissions at 630.0 nm, as they could be excited by suprathermal electrons >1.96 eV, or by Te regions >~3000K, and also could sense Te enhancements indirectly by depressing the Te dependent recombination rate, or 557.7 nm excited by electrons of energy > 4.19 eV were not pressed to look for higher energy excitation lines.
An experiment was then designed to explore whether electron acceleration processes might achieve energies approaching ionization potential (Carlson et al. 1982) . That experiment proved beyond doubt that HF induced electron acceleration reached energies above the ionization potential for atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen, directly detecting plasma line signatures of electrons across the 10-20 eV range. Their plasma line data showed a supra-thermal electron flux relatively flat over the 10-20 eV range, no strong non-linear power dependence on HF power, and continuing presence for hours.
The observations demonstrated the presence of significant electron fluxes to energies of at least 20eV. This posed a serious problem for published theories (Fejer, 1977 (Fejer, , 1979 , which did not accelerate significant fluxes to such high energies. The downward electron flux was found to be relatively flat in the 10-20 eV range, and was estimated as rather stable for hours, at l-2 x l0 6 electrons cm -2 s -1 eV Carlson et al. (1982) highlighted that due to the elastic and inelastic cross sections in the thermosphere at the altitudes in question, the suprathermal electrons have a mean-free path of several km and suffer about ten elastic collisions before each inelastic collision. Any acceleration mechanism will see 'loss-cones' rapidly fill in. Any flux initially directed down will produce a steady-state flux in both directions, about one-third of the total flux at any level being backscattered up towards the source region. The plasma line enhancements (suprathermal electron fluxes) reported here persisted for over 2 h on this night. The steady electron fluxes contradict strong nonlinear dependence on the HF power density (theoretically predicted 1000 fold flux enhancements for a four fold increase in HF power density was violated relative constancy while the range squared variations in HF power density would have been large simply from the changes in the HF reflection altitude). The paper suggested that inelastic collisions would allow accelerated electrons to repeatedly revisit the thin electron acceleration region before filling the ionospheric/ thermospheric volume a few thermospheric scale heights thick (~100 km).
Within three years a theory was developed (Gurevich et al. 1985) employing this suggestion in a plasma physics formalism, to explain HF acceleration of electrons to several 10s eV, well above ionization potential. Rose et al. (1985) published results from firing rockets through the Tromso HF heater volume, to measure in situ many HF excited properties including HF accelerated electrons. They published that HF excited electrons were excited to above 9eV, a threshold below ionization threshold, but within the context of evidence for a flat electron spectrum in the 10-20 eV range, meaningful.
With experiment and theory in agreement that ionization could be and was produced, the next question was how significant that ionization production could be. Combining the incoherent scatter constraints established for the altitude spread of the electron flux, and its magnitude and relative steadiness, allowed a first estimate of efficiency of ionization production, and led to a prediction and proposal (Carlson 1987) to build an HF heater capable of producing ionization competitive with that by the sun. That proposal was selected for funding by AFOSR in 1987, but a congressional budget cut intervened before the authorization phase and all AF basic research new starts were canceled that year. The concept was eventually published (Carlson 1993) including the quantitative prediction that a 1 GW ERP (effective radiated power) could create ionospheres competitively with the sun. By 2009 other HF heating facilities were in operation approaching this ERP (Blagoveshchenskaya et al. 2009; Pedersen et al., , 2010 .
That the ionization production mechanism was HF electron acceleration producing a suprathermal electron spectrum exceeding 20 eV, pressed the need for useful experimental constraints on definition of this spectrum, to help to guide theory to better predictions. A more practicable way than incoherent scatter radars and rockets, to sense/monitor HF accelerated electrons to energies ~10 eV or more, was highly desirable. Observation of a range of optical emissions of excitation thresholds >~10eV was a very attractive way to go (e.g. Bernhardt et al. 1989 and other paper therein coauthored by Gustavsson, Eliasson, and Hysell) . The concept was: each different optical emission line intensity could represent a different integral of particle energies under the impact cross-section curve,
weighted by the relative neutral number densities encountered along the electron flux path from source altitude to sink. For a thin electron acceleration region at an optically thin source region, much of the up-going flux would escape to the conjugate hemisphere while the down-going flux would penetrate to its altitude of unity optical depth, where it would produce most optical emission (and ionization) within about a neutral scale height of that altitude.
For an electron acceleration source region in an optically thick altitude, the spread would be closer to and about the acceleration height.
With optical instrumental capabilities improving, through photometers and then photometric imaging, plus motivation from artificial ionization production, there is powerful impetus to explore the potential of differential excitation cross-sections for optical emissions, for estimating the magnitude and shape of suprathermal electron spectra. That is our focus here.
Observations
The experiment we now present the results from was conceived and designed to provide a complimentary independent confirmation of the presence of HF accelerated electrons to energies above 10 eV, i.e. approaching ionization potential, at the mid to low latitude location of Arecibo (18.3° geographic north, L value ~1.5).
[Note it has since been theoretically predicted (Gurevich et al. 2002) and experimentally confirmed at all high latitude HF facilities (Pedersen and Carlson 2001; Kosch et al., 2000; Gurevich et al. 2001 Gurevich et al. , 2002 Gurevich et al. , 2005 , that there is a significant difference between high vs lower latitude high power HF effects, due to prediction/confirmation of what has come to be known and embraced as the magnetic zenith effect (see review by e.g. Gurevich et al. 2005) . Effects of high power HF transmission at high latitudes can also be significantly amplified by HF operation at multiples of the electron gyro frequency (Djuth et al. 2005; Blagoveshchenskaya et al. 2009; Pedersen et al., 2010, etc.) , which currently are not accessible to the Arecibo HF facility.
The April 1988 optical observations we present here were gathered at 630.0 nm, 557.7 nm and 777.4 nm over the Arecibo Observatory. These have electron impact excitation thresholds respectively of 1.96, 4.19, and 10.74 eV.
There has been some confusion in the literature as to "whether the 630 nm HF enhancements are due to thermal or supra-thermal electrons." As a general answer, they can be either or both, depending on the electron density profile (Carlson, 1996) . More specifically, to get thermal excitation of 630 nm emission requires an electron gas temperature above -2700 K. For a given HF heating rate, thermal balance leads to an electron temperature determined by the cooling rate of the electron gas. This in turn is dependent on the number of electrons times the number of ions, to which they loose energy in collisions; the electron gas cooling rate depends on the square of the electron density. (See e.g. Mantas et al. 1981 for a detailed discussion of electron gas thermal balance, and the key role of thermal conductivity, within a context d i r e c t l y relevant to this discussion.) If the electron density is near 10 6 cm -3 at the height of HF reflection, the F region electron gas is very tightly coupled by to the ion gas, by electron-ion collisions, and its temperature remains close to that of the ions, too low for 630 nm thermal excitation. If the electron density is near 10 5 cm -3 at the height of HF reflection, the electron gas cooling-rate is 100 times lower: The electron gas is, in effect, thermally insulated from the local (ion) heat sink, and its temperature can rise very significantly above that of the ions, and be a good candidate to thermally excite 630 nm. For example, at HAARP heating at ~3 MHz away from any resonances will give large T e enhancements, at
Arecibo heating at high HF frequencies will not.
The data we present were collected at the Arecibo Observatory on April 20, 1988, between 02:00 -03:00 AST It is key that these data were collected using a new all sky imaging photometer (ASIP). We found that within a single image, the HF electron-impact component of airglow stood out against the background airglow with sufficient clarity that identification was most readily found from subtracting the surrounding 2-D flat field background intensity relative to the intensity enhanced within the clearly defined HF enhanced region. In Figure 1 , this can be seen by looking at the intensity contours within the ASIP image. Figure 1 is a reproduction of the original raw data with no processing other than four progressively higher degrees of smoothing over adjacent pixels in the raw image.
One purpose of this was first to experimentally verify that there was no "Magnetic Zenith effect" at the Arecibo latitude, as theoretically expected at this low latitude, in contrast to such effects now known at high latitudes. The second purpose was to test how much smoothing would be needed to get good noise statistics on the HF electron impact excited component of the image, to separate it from the background. So doing within an individual image eliminates problems of varying intensity from one time to the next, a significant improvement reducing noise or bias.
We then repeated this step for the 557.7 nm and 777.4 nm images, to get the clearly defined contours of airglow enhancement, within Figure 2a . For the merged Figure 2a , we needed two further steps:
First, the contours were so well defined (seen in Figure 2 ), that we could align the contours for each emission line (630.0, 557.7, 777.4 nm) on each other closely enough to define a horizontal (latitude/longitude) displacement of the contours relative to one another. Note that the center peak-intensity-contour in each case aligns well when all lower intensity level contours match best, so all emission contours are consistent with the expectation of excitation electron trajectories being largely confined to move along the magnetic field. Reassuringly we found the center of each set of contours was in the common plane of the magnetic declination.
Second, this conforms to the physical expectation that all emissions should be centered on a common magnetic field line, so the only unknown is reduced to the altitude of the center of gravity of the emission volume. Therefore,
we drew a line with the dip angle of the Arecibo magnetic field line at the time these data were taken (note this is a moving target model for which that can be tracked on the web). With the only remaining unknown as the altitude of the center of gravity of the emission contours, within this one degree of freedom we slid the contours up or down the magnetic field line to center the contours about that line. Putting the field line through the center of one emission line then defined the altitude of the other two. As expected the 630.0 emission is at the highest altitude (near the source region). We then find the 557.7 emission closely below it, and the 777.4 emission lowest in altitude. This is consistent with one's first-reaction intuition in that harder particles penetrate more deeply into the atmosphere than softer particles. We shall discuss this further in the modeling section.
We plot both this Arecibo data and the HAARP data on a common diagram, Figure 2 , to help us remember to "keep the end in mind from the beginning." Our goal is to use optical emissions as a tool to help understand the spectrum of the HF accelerated electrons, with particular emphasis on relevance to production of significant ionization. We have long known some ionization is produced (e.g. Carlson et al. 1982) , the issue here is whether significant ionization is produced, relative to that by the sun (Pedersen et al., , 2010 . Figure 2b shows data from HAARP, of 557.7 nm volume emission rate, on an altitude vs horizontal distance scale. It shows only 557.7 m emission intensity, so the color scale represents different degrees of 557.7 nm intensity. This is from a publication (Pedersen et al. 2010 ) which also shows ionization production peaks nominally collocated with the 557.7 nm emission peaks, so Figure 2b color contours of most significant electron impact emission excitation are nominally indicative of regions of most significant ionization production. In this sense on Figure 2a , the 777.4 nm emission (violet), is at energies (>10.7 eV) closest to the ionization potential for atomic oxygen (13.6 eV). We can now move forward to the modeling component of the study enabling our conclusions.
Updating of Mantas model
The initial plasma line work estimating HF suprathermal electron fluxes, used a software package described in Carlson et al. (1982 and references therein) and from which our Figure 3 here reproduces their Figure 3 . Prof.
Mantas kindly worked with us recently at USU to enable us last year to revitalize this software, re-compiling to run on today's machines. For consistent baselines, changing only one thing at a time, we have run these programs with the same cross-sections/rates as in 1982, so comparisons can initially remain in a common frame or reference.
Comparison of our data herein, with output from these models below, is quite instructive well beyond this data set alone. It offers value for optimizing future data collection as well as interpretation of past and future data.
Model runs in Figures 3, 4 , 5 all use an MSIS thermosphere model input, with very minor smoothing to keep both neutral density and its altitude derivative smooth for purposes of computer program stability. The actual measured electron density profile was included for Figure 3 (Carlson et al. 1982) , here in the absence of a measured electron density profile we omitted that input to the program for Figures 4 and 5. Recall we are comparing profiles of optical emission from the thermosphere, not electron densities or plasma lines in the ionosphere.
As done in Carlson et al. (1982) , we start with injection of a flat spectrum of electrons within a single thin altitude slab, to represent a thin slab within which HF excited plasma instability processes would produce a thin electron flux source region (as detailed in e.g. Gurevich 2007 and references cited therein). Figure 4 shows the results for a thin altitude source slab of HF accelerated electrons at three altitudes, one at which the thermosphere is: Perhaps the most straight-forward set of plots to follow is the optically thin case in Figure 5A , with the singlealtitude electron-flux-source at 982 km. First, look only at 10 eV wide bins. For 1-10 eV, only 557.7 nm shows any emission, because the other two thresholds are >10 eV. Ten eV bins of 20-30 eV or higher all follow a common well defined pattern where more energetic particles penetrate deeper (including that profiles for production of O + penetrate more deeply/ generate higher yields at each height than 777.4 nm, and 777.4 nm likewise relative to 557.7 nm). The 10-20 eV bin is mixed because of secondary/cascading-energy electron fluxes. Next examine the integral plots of 1-20, 1-40, 1-60, and 1-80 eV plots; they have a clearly different pattern in that the 557.7 nm curve (in sharp contrast) always shows 557.7 nm peaking below 777.4 nm profiles, not above. This is because of the cascade and build-up of secondary electrons to lower energies. We shall say more about this in the discussion section.
Figure 5B is the same as Figure 5A , except for the optically thick case (electron source flux flat 1-100 eV, in a single altitude slab at 254 km). These optically thick cases exhibit the very same main qualitative and semiquantitative features. For all 10 eV bins 20-30 and above, the O + production profile always penetrates more deeply than 777.4 nm, the 777.4 nm profile always penetrates more deeply than the 557.7 nm profile. The profiles for the integrals spanning 1-20, 1-30, 1-40, …, 1-80 eV the 557.7 and 777.4 penetration depth reverses, and 557.7 nm profiles are all lower in altitude, not higher, than for the only 10 eV-wide bin profiles. The same explanation applies, the secondary electrons cascading down to below 20 eV energy add up to strongly enhance the <20 eV part of the profile.
The intermediate case between Figures 5A and 5B (not shown here for brevity of presentation) showed the same pattern for that case of an electron source region in a single altitude slab intermediate between an optically thin and thick case. Also common to optically thin through thick cases, the emission profiles for 10-20 eV are at virtually the same height for 777.4 and 557.7 nm, so it is only the contribution for electron fluxes or energy < 10 eV that accounts for this 777.4 vs 557.7 penetration height reversal. We will revisit this as well in the Discussion section.
Note that Figure 4 here is for the integral flux 1-100 eV only. Similar plots were also done for a series of ten 10 eV wide bins, to see how a single 10 eV energy bin would cascade and fill in lower energies with its secondary, tertiary, etc. electrons. Once the 10 eV bin reached 40-50 eV and above, there was an ~20 eV discontinuous jump (e.g. a 10 eV wide bin from 50-60 eV, would yield negligible 40-50 eV secondary electrons, but fill in below) (20 eV wide bins had no such gaps). This ties to the idea that for the F region one needs an additional 20 eV to get another ionization. (In the E Region it is ~35 eV per ionization pair (Rees and Roble 1986) .)
Now we are ready to compare the observed optical emission altitude to those from our model calculations to see what we learn.
Discussion
Recall the motivation for this research area is to see what we can learn about the HF accelerated suprathermal electron energy spectrum. At a more general level, the goal is to work backwards from measurements of optical emissions at several different wavelengths, to estimate the energy spectrum of electrons present. This is somewhat analogous to the problem of using optical data of the nature to make estimates of auroral particle fluxes (e.g. Strickland et al. 1983 ), except in their auroral case they could narrow assumptions about the electron spectrum to two models-a Maxwellian and a Gaussian distribution. In this HF field of study we are still early in developing the theory, and need experimental guidance to help its further development (e.g. other prompt emissions in the F region) are well known, and other complications have been long discussed (Rees and Roble 1975) ; related work still continues (Kalogerakis et al. 2009 ).) Our focus here will be use of the compliment of wavelengths as they relate to diagnosing suprathermal electron spectra.
In comparing our data with the model profiles, the most striking thing is the discrepancy in the height of the observed vs modeled 777.4 vs 557.7 nm emission profile. They are opposite to that from the energy integral flux.
The altitude of the observed 777.4 nm emission is based on simple geometry, it is farther down the magnetic field line from the electron source region. The model profiles as implemented do have one issue, as explicitly noted in section 3, they do not include suprathermal electron flux losses to ambient background electrons. We did find that if we left out suprathermal electron fluxes below 20 eV, 777.4 nm emission would be from more deeply penetrating electrons and the profile would be below that for 557.7 nm, as the observations show. Since the emission profiles for 10-20 eV are essentially the same, it is really only the electrons below 10 eV that lead to 557.7 nm being the lowest altitude for all emission profiles. At these low energies (<10 eV) we still have a competition between losses to the ambient electron gas (omitted), and O( 1 D), O( 1 S) and vibrational excitation of N 2 all included. Qualitatively we know energy loss of suprathermal electron energy to ambient electrons is preferentially below 10 eV, but what can we say quantitatively? Abreu and Carlson (1977) have published the impact of photoelectron energy losses to ambient electrons, as experienced at Arecibo (the same energy range as here), and compared their observed loss to that calculated from theory (Schunk and Hays 1971) . We reproduce their Figure 8 (Abreu and Carlson 1977) , as our Figure 6 here. We see their agreement between observation and theory was remarkable. Most importantly for our work here, is the impact on 557.7 nm emission of adding that loss of suprathermal electron flux below 10 eV. The impact: reduce the 557.7 nm emission on the bottom side by a factor exceeding half an order of magnitude; reduce the calculated bottom-side 557.7 nm emission to less than that calculated for 777.4; and restore 777.4 nm emission to being at a lower altitude than 557.7 nm. It leads to a much reduced role of secondary electrons for impact excitation of bottom-side 557.7 nm profile.
For analysis of optical data, if we want to look at individual emission lines we have lost little, they are each instructive in their own way. If we want to combine 557.7 nm emissions with higher energy threshold emissions to derive a suprathermal electron spectra, we now have to work harder than previously generally realized. Losses of secondary electron impact excitation of bottom side 557.7 nm emissions must be factored into analysis.
In summary, to recap:
First, we have observed HF electron impact excited optical emissions at Arecibo from 630.0 nm, 557.7 nm, and 777.4 nm wavelengths. In and of itself, the 777.4 emission is unequivocal proof that at Arecibo we had HF accelerated electron fluxes accelerated to energies ~11 eV. Within the context of their persistence and the persistence of plasma line enhancements observed previously (Carlson et al. 1982) , plus the experimental and theoretical evidence for spectral flatness across 10-20 eV (Carlson et al. 1982; Gurevich et al. 2000) , we conclude that observation of 777.4 nm and 844.6 nm (Hysell et al. 2014 ) emissions (10.74, 10.99 eV) are a good surrogate for presence of HF electron fluxes in the ionizing range (13-19 eV).
Second, in this sense alone, observations of each of many individual wavelengths have been and continue to be of value to help guide theory of plasma physics and potential applications as e.g. production of artificial ionospheres.
Third, regarding spectra, to construct or guide theory to improved prediction of HF accelerated energy spectra based on energy integrals constrained by optical observations, further effort offers good value (e.g. Gurevich 2007 and many references therein). Gustavsson et al. (2005) used optical emissions to set parameters in a physics based model, but then returned in Gustavsson and Eliasson (2008) to notably improve realism of the findings by adding altitude dependencies of fluxes. Hysell et al (2014) introduced and applied a method to estimate the suprathermal electron population versus altitude and energy, during an F region HF ionospheric modification experiment, on the basis of observed emissions and an inversion method based on a variation of the classic Backus and Gilbert (1970) approach, including utilization of Green's functions to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. The nonparametric method was in contrast to the Gustavsson and Eliasson (2008) approach using airglow emissions to set the parameters of a physics-based electron acceleration model. They do a thorough listing of the competing crosssections, including N 2 vibrational excitation essential to the composite electron impact cross-sections in the 1.5-5 eV range (Itikawa 2006) . The Hysell et al. (2014) work was motivated by not overly constricting derived spectra to input assumptions about a spectral shape from a theory still in development. Sergienko et al. (2012) have explored improvement in electron transport with a Monte Carlo method. Hysell et al. (2012) has likewise explored applying spectroscopy to estimate electron energy spectra and Eliasson et al. (2012) have done numerical modeling of artificial ionization layers at HAARP. Gurevich et al. (2004) have started from a theoretical derivation of HF accelerated electron fluxes noting optical emissions to which they should give rise. Work remains active to close this loop.
This work was similarly motivated by seeking understanding of limits and opportunities for more fruitful analysis of past and future data, and more robust was for future data collection, with the specific goals of combining multiple wavelength optical observations for improved realism of constraints on derived electron energy spectra.
Issues with 630.0 nm are well discussed in the literature (Rees and Roble 1975; Kalogerakis et al. 2009 ). In assessing the importance of N 2 particularly of electron impact excitation of vibrational states (Itikawa 2006) , it is important to keep track of the altitude dependence of number density of atomic oxygen vs molecular nitrogen, the ratio of which increase approximately an order of magnitude when going down in altitude from ~300 to ~150 km.
Here we document the importance of suprathermal electron loss to the ambient electron density in the F region.
For our representative observations introduced here, we find that inclusion or omission of this loss term in the calculation makes the difference between the 557.7 nm emission being above or below the 777.4 nm emission peak.
To make a more useful statement applicable at a general level, we highlight experiment and theory in agreement that an electron content of ~2x10 13 cm -2 degrades the component of a flux of suprathermal electrons of energy < ~10 eV, by about half an order of magnitude. This pertains to high nighttime electron densities, which are particularly attractive for HF heating experiments looking to work at higher HF frequencies for maximum HF power on target and electron acceleration.
For experimental work, it is thus important to measure/estimate electron density profiles if one wishes to use 630.0 and/or 557.7 nm data in conjunction with higher energy threshold emissions (e.g. 777.4, 844.6, 427.8) to construct suprathermal electron energy spectra.
Specific techniques for design of experiments, data collection, and data reduction are highlighted here, both for general collection and including specific focus on Arecibo, where resumption of heating experiments is imminent, making these specific findings timely.
It is worth noting that from calculations tracking the cascade of energy from above 40 eV, it appears that the number of eV per ion pair produced is closer to 25 eV per ion pair in the F region than the conventionally quoted nominal rule of thumb of 35 eV/ionization pair (Rees and Roble 1986) , which is more associated with E region aurora. This distinction may be of interest more generally for work on planetary atmospheres. In that community, Simon et al. (2011) treat this question in detail for five planetary atmospheres, and Fox et al. (2008) have delved deeper into tracing energy flow and deposition for other atmospheres.
We should point out that here in closing, that by design, the altitude of the source electrons in these calculations was defined as being held fixed, so the program was not intended to track a downward motion of an artificial ionization layer were such motion to occur as at HAARP (Pedersen et al. , 2010 . A program to track downward descent of any artificial ionization layer formed, would require full transport tracking of ambient background electrons through the thermosphere, in contrast to just the supra-thermal component discussed here.
Conclusions
The observations we present here were at several wavelengths to see how comparison of observation at different energy thresholds could illuminate knowledge of the spectra. This much is not new, the field has even moved on to as many as five wavelengths (e.g. Hysell 2014) to pursue such goals. What is new from our analysis here, including comparison of observations with aeronomical model runs (Carlson et al. 1982) , sheds new light on past and future data collection goals, and analysis techniques.
The three most important conclusions we draw based on this work are:
1. We have shown that inclusion of suprathermal electron energy loss for energies below 10 eV, is an important consideration to include when the goal of the research is to combine observation of 557.7 nm emissions with higher energy threshold emissions (e.g. 777.4, 844.6, 427.8, etc.) in order to estimate or experimentally constrain/guide future theory and modeling of HF accelerated suprathermal electron fluxes. This particularly relates to issues with HF production of artificial ionospheres.
2. For past and future data: The altitude differences in observed electron impact excited optical emissions can make a valuable observational contribution to and constraint on understanding the essential transport part of the overall interpretation. However to realize this potential, account needs to be taken of losses of the component of electron flux below 10 eV, where electron densities/content can be a reasonable fraction of daytime values.
3. For future observations: (a) The geometry of the Arecibo magnetic field makes direct observations overhead the HF heater valuable to trace from the acceleration source altitude to the different center-of-gravity stopping altitudes for different optical wavelengths emissions. This observational differentiation is of value to interpretation.
It significantly mitigates the observational loss when side-looking optics is absent, and compliments the added value when present and (b) one should make coincident measurements of the altitude profile of electron density. , all for atomic oxygen (thresholds respectively of ~4.2, 10.7, 13.6 eV). While Figure  4 was for the sum of all primary and secondary electrons, Figure 5 shows plots for the primaries only in 10 eV wide bins (X to X + 10 eV), one at a time (still with flux flat between 1-100 eV), and in addition also plots the same scale the sum of these primary electrons plus all secondary electrons (1 to X eV) which that 10 eV wide bin produced at and below its energy interval. Figure 5a is for the optically thin case source electrons at 982 km. 
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